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SUMMARY 
Flight tests were made of two single-engine supersonic interceptor 
configurations and an idealized model, all with 52.5 0
 sweptbackwings 
and tail surfaces, NACA 65Ao04 airfoil sections, taper ratios of 0.2 
and aspect ratios of 3.0. The first interceptor configuration had a 
half-conical scoop inlet under the fuselage and was designed for engine 
installation in the aft part of the fuselage; the second configuration 
had a full-conical spike inlet mounted near the nose of the fuselage 
and in line with the design engine location, which was in a pod on the 
underside of the fuselage. The Mach number range of the tests was 
from 0.8 to 1.90 and the Reynolds number range was from 3.8 x 1 6 to 
16 x io6. Bodies of revolution with the same cross-sectional areas as 
the two interceptor configurations were also test flown. 
At supersonic speeds, from a Mach number of 1.3 to 1.90, the drag 
coefficients were approximately 0.025. At subsonic speeds, the inter-
ceptor configuration with the half-conical scoop under the fuselage has 
a lower drag coefficient (o.oio) than the configuration with the engine 
pod (o.oio). 
Total-pressure recovery and mass-flow ratio for the half-conical 
spike inlet were approximately the same as computed by cone and shock-
wave relationships for a circular inlet. However, separation of the 
inlet flow adjacent to the fuselage of the interceptor with the engine 
pod reduced total-pressure recovery by 3 percent and mass-flow ratio by 
about 0.065.
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INTRODUCTION 
Recent results (ref. i) in the study of drag have indicated that 
component interference drag has been a major source of high airplane 
drag at transonic and low supersonic speeds. Such interference drag 
naturally depends on the nature of the entire configuration and probably 
on the cross-sectional--area distribution of the configuration. It was 
deemed important, therefore, that, when the Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Division conducted an investigation of the effect of engine and Inlet 
installation on drag, complete airplane configurations should be tested. 
The information presented herein concerns the drag coefficients of two 
single-engine supersonic interceptors on which the inlet type, inlet 
location, and engine location were varied. 
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has conducted tests 
In which the drag coefficients of wing-body combinations (refs. 2 and 3, 
for example) have been measured. Similarly, the subject of inlet design 
has been investigated from the standpoint of inlet recovery and drag, as 
exemplified, by reference 1 for scoop inlets and references 5 and 6 for 
nose inlets. The present investigation was made to determine the magni-
tude of drag-coefficient increase which can be attributed to engine 
installation. 
In order to provide a measure of practicality to these tests, a 
preliminary design of a Mach number 2.0 single-engine interceptor was 
made. The total plan-form wing area of the airplane was 276.5 square 
feet. Table I presents some of the airplane parameters. In order to 
check on the useful volume of the airplane, equipment from a present-
day interceptor was laid out on the drawing of the configuration. A 
52.50 sweptback wing of aspect ratio 3.0, taper ratio 0.2, and NACA 
65AQ04 airfoil section was selected since this wing combined the prop-
erties of low supersonic drag coefficients and good lift efficiency at 
subsonic cruising speeds. It was realized that changes in inlet 
type and location and engine location would change the fuselage radi-
cally in appearance and modify the wing roots to some extent. Thus, in 
order to provide some measure of similarity between configurations, the 
wing size and tail size were kept the same. 
The first interceptor configuration tested had a half-conical spike 
inlet under the fuselage at the wing leading edge, and the fuselage was 
designed for an aft engine location. A 0.104-scale model of this 
configuration was test flown. The second interceptor configuration 
utilized a conical spike inlet under the nose of the fuselage and in 
line with the design engine location which was in a pod contiguous to 
the underside of the fuselage. A 0.118-scale model of this configura-
tion was test flown.
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In order to obtain high supersonic speed, the airplane must have a 
low supersonic drag coefficient. For this reason, all components were 
made as slender as possible. Although the value of the transonic area 
rule was appreciated, it was felt that a drag penalty would be assessed 
at the design Mach number of 2.0 if any radical shape modifications were 
made to satisfy requirements at a Mach number of 1.0. Data of refer-
ence 2 have substantiated this viewpoint. In order to satisfy both 
conditions, the components were arranged in such a manner as to provide 
a smooth cross-sectional-area distribution at Mach number 1.0. 
The flight models in these tests were boosted by a single large 
rocket under the fuselage. An exploratory separation model was flown 
to determine model loads due to separation of the model and booster. 
This model was similar to the scoop model except that the inlet was 
faired to the nose and the canopy was omitted. Although the information 
on separation characteristics is scanty, it is included as an appendix 
to provide an indication of the loads that can occur on a high-speed 
aircraft when launched by a large underslung-type booster to supersonic 
speeds. 
All tests were made at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Station at Wallops Island, Va. Rocket-propelled models of the airplane 
configurations were flown and 1/5-scale bodies with the same cross-
sectional-area distributions as the interceptor configurations were 
flight tested with a helium gun. The Mach number range of these tests 
was from 0.8 to 1.95, and the Reynolds number range was from 3.8 x 106 
to 16 x io6.
IIsj 
A	 cross-sectional area, sq ft 
Amax	 maximum total fuselage cross-sectional area, sq ft 
Ae	 duct-exit area, sq ft 
Al	 inlet minimum area, sq ft 
Ai	 inlet capture area, sq ft 
CD	 drag coefficient based on total wing area 
CD1	 internal drag coefficient based on total wing area
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CN	 normal-force coefficient based on total wing area 
HD	 inlet total pressure, lb/sq ft 
0	 free-stream total pressure, lb/sq ft 
1	 model length, ft 
M	 inlet mass flow, slugs/sec 
in0	 free-stream mass flow across A 1 , slugs/sec 
Me	 duct-exit Mach number 
M	 free-stream Mach number 
Pe	 duct-exit static pressure, lb/sq ft 
PO	 free-stream static pressure, lb/sq ft 
r	 radius of equivalent body of revolution, ft 
R	 Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord or scale mean 
aerodynamic chord for equivalent bodies of revolution 
S	 wing area, sq ft 
x	 distance from nose of fuselage, ft 
vertical camera-plane angle 
7	 horizontal camera-plane angle 
8	 pitch-attitude angle 
camera flight-path angle 
0	 roll angle 
Three-view drawings and photographs of the three rocket-propelled 
configurations are presented in figures 1 and 2. All models had wing
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and tall sections of 52.50
 
sweepback at the quarter chord, aspect ratios 
of 3.0, taper ratios of 0.2, and NkCA 65A004 airfoil sections. The 
interceptor configuration with the half-conical spike inlet under the 
fuselage will hereinafter be referred to as model 1. The interceptor 
configuration with the engine in a pod under the fuselage will be 
referred to as model 2, and the idealized model with no duct or canopy, 
model 3. 
Table 11(a) presents the general physical characteristics of model 1. 
The scoop and engine location on model 1 virtually dictated the fuselage 
shape; ordinates of this shape are given in table 111(a). Basically, 
the fuselage started out as a parabolic body with a forebody fineness 
ratio of 6.0 and with the addition of the scoop deepened into an oval 
fuselage. The aircraft fuselage would have ended at reference fuselage 
station 75.00 but the fuselage of the model was extended to station 79.00 
to minimize the base area. The inlet was a half-conical spike inlet 
with the floor shaped to fit the underside of the fuselage and was loca-
ted at fuselage station 28.00. The general view of the inlet on the 
aircraft is shown in figure 2(a), and drawings and photographs of the 
inlet are shown in figures 3(a) and 4(a). External compression was 
accomplished by a 25 0 half-angle cone. A boundary-layer bypass was 
made by putting a metal sheet from the point of the cone to the cowl. 
A wedge of 400 total angle under the boundary-layer splitter plate 
diverted the flow to each side of the fuselage. The height, of the plate 
was 0.40 inch, corresponding to the calculated boundary-layer height 
at M = 1.0. The inlet capture area was 0.0484 square foot and the 
inlet minimum area was 0.0358 square foot. There was no internal con- 
traction at the inlet. The duct expanded to a full-round section and 
then contracted to the exit which had an area of 0.0400 square foot. 
The general physical characteristics of model 2 are presented in 
table 11(b). Because of difficulties involved in telemeter installation, 
model 2 was made larger than model 1. Although the fuselage shape of 
model 1 was determined by scoop and engine installation, the fuselage 
shape of model 2 was evolved to get a smooth fuselage-pod area distri-
bution which would fair with areas of wing and tail. Fuselage ordinates 
are given in table 111(b). The inlet was a 25 0 half-angle conical inlet 
with no internal contraction ratio and was located at fuselage sta-
tion 12.893. The inlet cowl was located 0.18 inch from the fuselage 
surface, which corresponds to the boundary-layer height at M = 1.0. 
The general location and installation of the inlet are shown in fig-
ure 2(c). Inlet and duct details are given in figures 3(b) and 
A straight duct was used in this model, with a contracting nozzle' at 
the exit. The inlet capture area was 0.0612 square foot, and the Inlet 
minimum area was 0.0457 square foot. There was no internal contraction 
at the inlet. The duct exit was located at fuselage station 64.024 and 
had an area of 0.0562 square foot.
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Model 3 was an idealized version of interceptor configuration 1 and 
had no canopy or duct. Since the purpose of this model was to determine 
loads on the model at separation of the model and booster, the wing and 
tail surfaces were left in an "as cast" condition. This condition caused 
the "surfaces to be much rougher than either of the interceptor wings. 
The geometric relationship between wing. and tail urfaces and sizes were 
thesazne as for model.1 and are tabulated in table 11(c). Fuselage 
ordinates - for model 3 are given in table 111(c). Three-view drawings 
and photographs of this model are presented in figures 1(c) and 2(e). 
The booster used in these tests was a 6.25-inch Deacon rocket motor. 
The fins were tapered plates with wedge leading . edges. A drawing of the 
booster for model 3 is given in figure 5, a photograph of the booster 
with support struts down is given in figure 6, and a photograph of 
model 3 with the booster on model launcher is shown in figure 7. A 
faired nose for the booster was used to reduce the magnitude of the nose 
pressure field at separation. The forward model supports were brought 
parallel by aerodynamic forces to the plane of the model wings. Weight 
and center-of-gravity positions for model 3 and booster are: 
Weight of model, lb ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
	
60.38

Weight of booster (empty), lb ................. 95.00 
Center of gravity of model, in 	 ............... .0.07 
Center of gravity of booster, in 	 .............. 79.li.3 
• One-fifth-scale bodies of revolution with the same cross-sectional-
area distribution as the interceptor models were constructed of magne-
sium. ' Figure 8 presents the area distributions of the interceptor con-
figurations. Three fins of hexagonal airfoil section were used for 
stability. The cross-sectional-area distributions of the bodies of 
revolution' 	 the stabilizing fins, were the same as the bodies 
shown in figure 8. Photographs of these models are shown in figure 9. 
TESTS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Flight Tests of InterceptOr Models 
The interceptor models were launched from a mobile launcher. Fig-
ure 7 shows model 3 with booster On the launcher prior to firing. A 
single ABL Deacon rocket motor propelled the combination to the peak 
Mach number. The information presented in this report was obtained 
during the decelerating flight after separation of the model from the 
booster. The range of Reynolds number for the rocket-propelled models, 
based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord, and the Mach number are
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presented in figure 10. The Reynolds number range for the helium-gun. 
models, based on body length, was from 35 x 106 to 47 x 106. 
Data for the flight tests were obtained by use of telemeter, 
CW Doppler velocimeter, tracking radar, tracking cameras, and radiOsonde. 
The radiosonde gave a survey of the atmospheric conditions over the 
altitude range covered by the models. In addition, the velocity and 
direction of the winds were obtained from radiosonde data. All model 
velocities were corrected for wind velocities. 
Each of the interceptor models carried a telemeter unit to trans-
mit flight data to ground receiving stations. Models 1 and 2 employed 
four channels which transmitted longitudinal and normal accelerations, 
duct-exit static pressure, and differential total pressure between nose 
and duct inlet. Since model 3 was flown to obtain separation charac-
teristics and separation loads on the models, the quantities measured 
were normal and longitudinal accelerations. 
The drag coefficients were obtained by differentiation of the model 
velocity and by use of atmospheric data from the radiosonde. In addition, 
the drag coefficient was computed from the longitudinal acceleration 
obtained from the accelerometer. In addition to providing a check on 
the accuracy of data, the drag data from the accelerometer gave better 
definition of the drag-coefficient curves where rapid changes of drag 
coefficient occurred. The normal-force coefficient was obtained by 
using the normal acceleration from the accelerometer, the CW Doppler 
velocity, and the radiosonde data. A differential pressure cell measured 
the difference between nose total pressure and inlet total pressure at 
a point near the fuselage. Nose total pressure is computed from the 
relationship of radiosonde data, CW Doppler velbeity, and normal-shock 
theory. The exit static pressure of the duct was used to compute the 
inlet mass-flow ratio, internal drag coefficient, and exit total-pressure 
recovery:
__(l+ .2Me2)l/2Ae 
MO PO M (1
	
	
1/2
+ .2M2)
Ai 1= -	 -	 (1 + .2M2) 1/2
	
e - p0
 Ae 
CDi 2	 S L M (i + .2Me2)1/2J -	 q	 S 
When sonic flow exists at the exit, the foregoing equations can be used 
to compute the mass-flow ratio and internal drag coefficients since 
enough quantities are known. However, when the exit is no longer choked, 
the mass-flow ratio and internal drag coefficient cannot be computed
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directly. For the range from Mach number 0.8 to that at which the exit 
chokes, the variation of mass-flow ratio is assumed by extrapolating 
the supersonic rn/rn0 curve by considering the relationship to the theo-
retical rn/rn0 curve (refs. 5 and 7). Then the exit Mach number can be 
computed by using the continuity equation. If this value of exit Mach 
number is substituted into the formula for CD1, the values of internal. 
drag coefficient can be computed. 
The external drag coefficients of models 1 and 2 were obtained by 
subtracting the internal drag coefficients from the total drag 
coefficients.
Helium-Gun Tests of Bodies of Revolution 
The bodies of revolution which had the cross-sectional-area distri-
butions of models 1 and 2 were test fired from a helium gun as described 
in reference 8. Data for these flight tests were obtained during decel-
erating flight. A CW Doppler velocimeter, tracking radar, and radiosonde 
furnished the data. The model drag coefficients were computed by differ-
entiation of the model velocity as obtained from the velocimeter and by 
use of atmospheric data from the radiosonde. 
ACCURACY 
The basic accuracy of drag coefficients obtained from differenti-
ation of model velocities obtained from the velocimeter has been qual-
itatively established in reference 9. The source of error consists of 
model dissimilarities due to construction and finish, instrumentation 
errors of the velocirneter, tracking radar, and radiosonde, and, finally, 
the error in reading and computing of data. On the basis of statistical 
data compiled by the Instrument Research Division of the Langley Labora-
tory, the maximum telemeter error is within ±2 percent of the full-scale 
range, whereas the probable error is within ±1 percent of the full-scale 
range of the instruments. Thus, the probable errors for the models are 
within the values tabulated as follows: 
Probable errors in - 
M 16M
Total
H/H Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 LCD1
External 
tCD L.CN £.CN ACN CD 
0.9 ±0.005 ±0.0007 ±0.0364 ±0.0009 ±0.0023 ±0.0098 ±o.0008 ±0.0011 
1.1 ±.005 ±.0007 ±.0333 ±.0006 ±.0016 ±.0058 ±.0007 ±.0010 
1.8 t.005 1.0007 ±.Ol98 ±.0003 t.000 t.0018 ±.0001 1.0007
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The accuracy of measurements made on models propelled from the 
helium gun has been determined by experience gained on previous tests. 
The Mach number error is within ±0.005, and the error in drag coeffi-
cient is within ±0.0008. 
Telemeter accuracy of model 3 during the separation period is tabu-
lated in the preceding table. The accuracy of the model and booster 
angles cannot be established since the roll angle of the model can be 
only approximately determined. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Configuration Drag 
The basic test data for the interceptor configurations are presented 
in figures 11 and 12. These include the total and internal drag coef-
ficients and normal-force coefficients. Zero-lift drag coefficients for 
the bodies of revolution with cross-sectional-area distributions equiv-
alent to the interceptor configurations are presented in figure 13. The 
external drag coefficients of the interceptor configurations, model 1 
and model 2, were obtained by subtracting the internal drag coefficient 
from the total-drag coefficient. The external drag coefficients of 
models 1 and 2 are plotted in figure lii. against Mach number, together 
with the drag of an indented body of revolution with the same wing plan 
form and the cross-sectional-area distribution of a parabolic body 
(ref. 3). 
The subsonic drag coefficient of model 2 (o.o145) was approximately 
38 percent greater than that of either model 1 ( 0. 0105), or the simple 
wing-body combination. The ratio of exposed area to wing area of model 1 
was 4.905 as compared with 11. 780 for model 2; the drag coefficient of 
model 1, based on surface area, was 0.00215 as compared with 0.00315 for 
model 2. Although reference 10 indicates that some differences in sub-
sonic drag coefficient are caused by differences in wing finish, the 
calculated turbulent skin-friction drag coefficient for model 2 was 0.01336 
when values of average turbulent skin-friction coefficients from refer-
ence 11 were used. The main part of the difference in subsonic drag 
level was probably due to flow separation over the engine-pod and fuselage-
pod. intersection. Reference 12 shows that unfavorable junctures can 
cause appreciable drag Increases throughout the Mach number range. 
Figure 15 shows a comparison of the pressure-drag rise of the 
interceptor configurations, bodies of revolution with similar cross-
sectional-area distribution, and a 52.50 sweptback wing on an indented 
body (ref. 3). These drag curves show that model 1 has a larger drag 
rise from subsonic to supersonic speeds than the other configurations.
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This extra pressure-drag rise is attributed to the location of the inlet 
with respect to the components of the airplane. 
The total drag coefficients and normal-force coefficients for the 
idealized configuration are plotted in figure 16. Because of the rough-
ness of wing and tail surfaces, which were left in an "as cast" condi-
tion, the only drag comparison that can be made is the drag rise from 
subsonic to supersonic speeds. The pressure-drag rise of the idealized 
configuration, model 3, is compared with that of model 1 in figure 17. 
This comparison furnishes additional evidence that the drag rise of 
model 1 is high, although addition of the canopy would tend to raise the 
pressure drag of model 3 by 0.00178 at a Mach number of 1.15 and by 0.00285 
at a Mach number of 1.45 (ref. 13). Offsetting this increase in drag 
are values of base drag coefficient for model 3. Values of the base 
drag coefficient for model 3 were computed from references 14 and 15. 
These coefficients are plotted on figure 17. 
The supersonic drag coefficients for models 1 and 2 are approxi-
mately 0.025 for Mach numbers from 1.30 to 1.90. These values are low 
enough so that either configuration can fly at Mach number of 2.0 at a 
60,000-foot altitude, with the contemporary engine used in initial design 
calculations.
Prim lift Coefficients 
The variation of normal-force coefficient with Mach number for the 
interceptor configurations is given in figures 11 and 12, and that of, 
the idealized model, in figure 16. The magnitude of normal-force coef-
ficients is low enough that, over the Mach number range for which data 
are presented, the values of drag coefficients discussed in the pre-
ceding section may be considered zero-lift data. Furthermore, these 
normal-force coefficients can be called the trim lift coefficients at an 
elevator setting of 00. Models 2 and 3 exhibit the same general charac-
teristics over the Mach number range, that is, a nose-down trim at sub-
sonic and transonic speeds and a nose-up trim at supersonic speeds. 
Model 1 trims at positive angles of attack except near Mach number 1.0. 
Although the normal accelerometer exceeded the range from Mach num-
ber 1.33 to the peak Mach number, it is apparent that model 1 shows a 
greater trim angle than do models 2 and 3. Because of a possibly higher 
normal-force coefficient, the drag of model 1 above Mach number 1.33 
may be lower than the drag shown in figures 14 and 15. The increase 
in trim was apparently due to the location of the scoop inlet. The 
positive pressure field caused by the inlet affects the leading portion 
of the wing by causing a nose-up trim tendency. 
The change in trim caused by jet flow acting on the tail of

model 2 was computed using data from reference 16 and calculating the
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duct-exit total pressure at booster separation altitude. Calculations 
indicated that a nose-down change in trim lift coefficient of 0.076 
should occur at free-stream Mach number 2.0 between jet-on and jet-off 
flight conditions. From figure 12, It can be seen that a negative trend 
in the trim lift coefficient occurs after Mach number 1.65; this trend 
increases with Mach number. Up to this Mach number, the pressure ratio 
of the jet is not great enough to affect the trim of the configuration 
appreciably.
Inlet Characteristics 
Data on the total-pressure recovery of the inlets are presented 
in figure 18. The total-pressure tubes for models 1 and 2 were located 
0.25 inch from the Inlet wall adjacent to the fuselage and had a twofold 
purpose. The information can indicate inlet recovery or tell whether 
flow separation occurs along the wall adjacent to the fuselage. From 
figure 18 it can be seen that theoretical recovery, calculated for a 
circular-conical spike inlet by cone and shock-wave relationships, 
existed in the inlet of model 1 and that no noticeable separation 
occurred. Model 2 exhibits a slightly lower value of total-pressure 
recovery, and the irregularity of the HD/HO curve of figure 18(b) 
indicates that separation occurred along the wall adjacent to the fuse-
lage. This separation is probably caused by the shock from the diffuser 
cone acting on the fuselage boundary layer. 
The mass-flow ratio of the inlets Is given in figure 19. Model 1 
agrees with the theoretical values computed from reference 7. The slight 
discrepancy could be due to boundary-layer growth on the boundary-layer 
splitter plate. This mass-flow-ratio data and data from the inlet total-
pressure -tube show that no separation occurred. The measured value of 
mass-flow ratio for model 2 is significantly lower than computed values. 
This checks the Information from the total-pressure tube that a signif-
icant amount of separation occurs at the inlet. It is obvious then that 
a boundary-layer splitter plate is needed on model 2, or that a type of 
inlet better able to prevent shock boundary-layer interaction should be 
used.
CONCLUSIONS 
Flight tests for a Mach number range from 0.8 to 1.90 were made 
for two single-engine interceptor configurations with 52.5 sweptback 
wings and tail surfaces. A half-conical scoop inlet was located under 
the fuselage of the first interceptor, and a full-conical scoop inlet 
was located under the fuselage nose ahead of the engine pod on the
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second interceptor. An idealized model of the first configuration with 
no canopy and with the scoop faired to the nose of the fuselage was 
also flight tested. The Reynolds number range of these tests was from 
3.8 x 106 to 16 x 106. In addition, bodies of revolution having the 
same cross-sectional-area distributions as the two interceptors were 
test flown. The following statements summarize the results of the 
tests:
1. The supersonic drag coefficients of all the configurations were 
approximately the same and had a value of 0.025. However, the scoop 
inlet of the first configuration provided a higher pressure-drag rise 
at supersonic speeds, and. the inlet and pod installation of the second 
configuration provided a higher subsonic drag than did a parabolic body 
with the same wing. 
2. A nose-up trim tendency appeared for the model with the half-
conical scoop inlet that was greater than for the other aircraft models, 
probably because of the action of the inlet flow field on the leading 
portions of the wing. 
3. The half-conical scoop inlet had values of total-pressure ratio 
and mass-flow ratio that corresponded to theoretical values computed 
from cone and shock-wave relationships for circular spike inlets. Because 
of separation at the inlet, the full-conical spike inlet had consistently 
lower values of mass-flow ratio than did the half-conical scoop inlet. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., June 20, 1955.
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APPENDIX 
SEPARATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL FROM A LARGE 
UNDERSLUNG BOOSTER AT MACH NUMBER 1.95 
The separation characteristics of the model and the booster were 
determined from motion pictures taken during the flight, telemeter data, 
and tracking radar. The tracking radar locates the model and booster 
in space, and the photographs of the model give changes in model and 
booster angles. The true model attitude angles were obtained by cor-
recting the projected flight-path angles from the photographs for the 
angle between the model plane and the image planes, and the roll angle 
of the model. Figure 20 shows a schematic drawing of the spatial 
relationship between model and camera. The correction to the flight-
path angle obtained from the camera is given by the following expression: 
8 = tan-1tan 0' cos(90° - 7) 
cos J3 cos 0 
In the computations, the average distances, camera-plane angles 7 
and 0, and roll angle 0 were used during the separation time. The 
loads on the model were obtained from telemeter data. 
The separation characteristics to be discussed are those of the 
model in the flow field of the booster. Figure 21 gives a graphical 
presentation of model and booster position relative to each other 
during this portion of flight. The model and booster separate smoothly 
and follow slightly divergent flight paths. Separation occurred at a 
Mach number of 1.95, an altitude of 2,700 feet, and q of 5,550 pounds 
per square foot. The change in model normal-force coefficients is also 
presented In figure 21. After separation, the model and booster flew 
smoothly along until the flow field of the booster nose hit the tail 
of the model. Then the model, which had a wing loading of 20 pounds 
per square foot, experienced normal accelerations at ±359.. 
Although at present the subject of model-booster separation is of 
limited interest, future work on high-speed aircraft which utilize large 
boosters will result in interest in this type of booster system. The 
booster used in these tests was relatively long and slender; this should 
minimize separation loads. If this type booster were used to boost the 
design interceptor configuration outlined in this paper to the same Mach 
number and altitude, loads of ±7g would occur. These loads are under 
usual design loads, but the pilot would be very uncomfortable.
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TABLE I 
INTERCEPTOR DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Total empty weight, lb ..................... 114.,185
 Total useful load, lb ......................15,077 
Take-off gross weight, lb ....................27,262 
Wing loading at take-off, lb/sq ft ...............98.60 
Altitude, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000 
Level-flight drag coefficient at M = 2.0 ...........0.052 
Thrust coefficient (4,0000 F afterburner) ...........0.017
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TABLE II 
INTERCEPTOR PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

(a) Model 1 
Fuselage: 
Effective fineness ratio, ............... 12.52 
Total frontal area, sq ft ................. 0.2092 
Inlet minimum area, sq ft ................. 0.0358 
Inlet capture area, sq ft ................. o.oli.81i.
 
Duct-exit area, sq ft ................... 
Wing: 
Aspect ratio ......................... 3.0 
Taper ratio	 ........................ 0.2 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ................. 1. 148 
Airfoil section .................... NACA 65Aoo11. 
Total plan-form area, sq ft ................. 3.0 
Empennage: 
Aspect ratio 
Vertical tail ...................... 1.5 
Horizontal tail ...................... 3.0 
Taper ratio
	 ........................ 0.2 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 65A0O4 
Total plan-form area 
Vertical tail, sq ft .................... 0.615 
Horizontal tail, sq ft ................... o.li.8o
18
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TABLE II 
INTERCEPTOR PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS - Continued

(b) Model 2 
Fuselage: 
Effective fineness ratio, iI_' ............. 11.78 
V 11Atj 
Total frontal area, sq ft ................. 0.2365 
Inlet minimum area, sq ft .................. 0.01.1.57
 
Inlet capture area, sq ft ................. 0.0612 
Duct-exit area, sq ft . ...................0.0562 
Wing: 
Aspect ratio ........................ 3.0 
Taper ratio	 ......................... 0.2 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ................. 1.299 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 65AOO4 
Total plan-form area, sq ft ................ 3.837 
Empennage: 
Aspect ratio 
Vertical tail ....................... 1.5
 
Horizontal tail ..................... 3.0 
Taper ratio	 .........................0.2 
Airfoil section .................... NPkCA 65AooIi. 
Total plan-form area 
Vertical tall, sq ft ................... 0.662 
Horizontal tail, sq ft .................. 0.6111.
NACA RN L55005a	 19 
TABLE II 
INTERCEPTOR PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS - Concluded 
(c) Model 5 
Fuselage: 
Effective fineness ratio, 1I	 .............
	 12.62 
Total frontal area, sq ft . ... ..............O.2]A 
Wing: 
Aspect ratio ........................5.0 
Taper ratio ......................... 0.2 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft ................. 1. 148 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 65AOOIi-
Total plan-form area, sq ft ................5.0 
Empennage: 
Aspect ratio 
Vertical tail
	 ......................1.7 
Horizontal tail ......................5.0 
Taper ratio	 ......................... 0.2 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 65Aoc4 
Total plan-form area 
Vertical tail, sq ft ................... 0.615 
Horizontal tail, sq ft ...................o.1i8o
- Reference center 
Kel
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TABLE III
FUSELAGE ORDINATES 
(a) Model 1 
[nai dimensions in inches. Letter dimensions apply to this table only] 
Fuselage 
station A
R1 R2 R B L. R5 
Ref.O ---- 0 
5 ---- .76 
10 ---- 1.37 
15 1.87 3.19 
20 2.12 2.22 3.38 0.92 
25 2.23 2.43 3.49 1.45 
--- 
28 2.28 2.49 3.50 1.35 2.29 
--
2.00 
30 2.32 2.50 3.50 1.23 2.29 2.12 
32.5 2.36 2.50 3.50 .96 2.29 2.12 
35 2.11.1 2.50 .61 2.29
 
-
2.31 
14.Q 2.50 0 2.18 2.14.0 
14.5 2.50 2.08
-
2.50 
50 2.50 2.05 2.50 
55
-
1.92 0.16 2.50 2.50 
6o-1.63 .14.5 2.50 2.50 
6 1.28 .80 2.11.2 2.14.2 
70 1.014. 1.014. 2.25 2.25 
75 1.114. .914 1.88 1.88 
79-i.oll. 1.014 1.46 1.14.6
-i.-
3 . 665 
Rl 
ference center line 
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TABLE III 
FUSELAGE ORDINATES - Continued 
(b) Model 2 
[All dimensions in inches. Letter dimensions apply to this table only] 
Fuselage 
station 
Ref.O 0 
2.050 .424 
5.656 1.086 
11.312 1.697 
14.480 1.9146 0.150 1.9146 1.674 
16.698 2.115 1.912 
19.796 2.313 2.014 
22.624 2.587 2.353 1.052 2.115 
25.452 2.14.66 2.387 1.5814. 2.195 
28.281 2.511 2.421 1.618 2.285 
31.109 2.590 2.466 1.550 2.14.10 
33.937 2.6214. 2.14.99 1.369 2.489 
36.765 2.658 2.523 1.086 2.500 
39.593 2.614.7 2.557 .679 2.1488 
142. 1421 2.636 2.590 .238 2.14.77 
45.214.9 2.590 2.14.66 
50.905 2.477 2.443 
56.561 2.330 2.2140 
62.217 2.158 1.878 
65.611 1.968 1.6o6 
67 .873 1.800 
73.529 1.199 
79.185 .777
22	 NACA RM L55GO5a 
TABLE III 
FUSELAGE ORDINATES - Concluded 
(c) Model 3 
[All dimensions in inches. Letter dimensions apply only to .
 this table] 
R 
Fuselage 
station A B 
0 0 
5 1.150 
10 1.820 
15 2.1145 
20 0.225 2.710 
25. .910 2.500 
30 1.005 2.500 
35 1.110 2.500 
40 1.115 2.500 
45 1.125 2.500 
50 1.050 2.500 
55 .935 2.500 
6o
.755 2.500 
65 .11.10 2.500 
70 .011.0 2.960 
75 2.000 
79 1.969
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L-8359°.' 
(a) Front view of model 1. 
(b) Rear view of model 1.	 L-8588.1 
Figure 2.- Photographs of rocket-propelled models.
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(c) Front view of model 2.	 L-85096 .1 
(d) Rear view of model 2.	 L-8 5 095, 1 
Figure 2.- Continued.
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L-83539 (a) Model 1. 
(b) Model 2.	 L-85093 
Figure 4.- Photographs of interceptor inlets.
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Figure 7 . - Model 3 with booster on mobile launcher.
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Cross-sectional-area distribution 
(a) Model 1. 
Figure 8.- Area distributions and equivalent bodies of revolution for

rocket-propelled models.
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Elevation view of model 2 
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Equivalent body of revolution. Fineness ratio; 11.37 
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(b) Model 2. 
Figure 8. - Continued.
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Elevation view of model 3 
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(c) Model 3. 
Figure 8.- Concluded.
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1 I 
L-80322 
(a) Equivalent body for model 1.
(b) Equivalent body for model 2. 	 L-819 80 
Figure 9 . - One-fifth-scale models with cross-sectional-area distributions 
of interceptor configurations.
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Figure 10.- Variation of Reynolds number, based on wing mean aerodynamic 
chord, with Mach number for rocket-propelled models.
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(a) Variation of drag coefficient with Mach number. 
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(b) Variation of normal-force coefficient with Mach number. 
Figure 12.- Drag and normal-force coefficients for model 2.
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Figure 13 . - Drag coefficients of bodies of revolution with same-cross-

sectional-area distributions as interceptor configurations.
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Figure 14.- Comparison of external drag coefficients of interceptor

configurations. 
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Figure 17.- Comparison of pressure-drag coefficients of interceptor 
configurations.
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(b) Variation of normal-force coefficient with Mach number. 
Figure 16.— Drag and normal-force coefficients for model 3. 
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